2017 Ironman 70.3 Mt Tremblant – June 25th – Race Report
We were very excited to return to Mt Tremblant after having spent a week there in September 2014.
Located 1.5 hours north of Montreal in the Quebec Province, the area is a giant adult playground
with countless outdoor activities. The natural beauty of the area offers dozens of lakes with crystal
clear waters, and miles of MTB and hiking trails to name a few. In addition, the town invests a lot not
only for outdoor activities, but also specifically for the Ironman events with the development of
roads, bike and run trails, a 25m indoor pool, etc.…You name it, Mt Tremblant has it. And just like in
2014 we had deer coming to our house every day, looking for carrots. It’s simply awesome.
A lot happened since St George: I got married! And my family got to see and experience our new
place and area (SoCal) for two weeks. It was great to have them with us, but when June 1 came
around, it was time to get back into some structured training.
The training block wasn’t ideal. I felt overly tired, sluggish, and I never felt strong or in control with
my training. My legs felt heavy and slow the entire time, even after a rest day. I could not see any
progress, except for one training session a week before Mt Tremblant where I felt good after a brick.
The sensations were not there and with that, doubts set in really quickly.
I went to Tremblant with the best intentions, hoping that the legs would decide to cooperate on race
day. Here is how my race unfolded…

The race
Setting up my transition
It did not take long. We got there early (as usual) so I could take my
time. I recently got disc covers (poor man’s disc!) as a new addition to
my equipment. This was my first time racing with them and I knew I
would need some help to inflate the rear wheel, so that is why I
wanted to give myself a bit more time. I managed to find someone to
help me out, and with the roads being in such good conditions, I
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decided to pump the tires to 110PSI.
I tried to keep the rest of my transition clean. Helmet, bib, shoes, gels, and sunglasses, though it did
not look like I’d be needing them on the day.
Swim warm-up
I put on my Xterra Vengeance and got in the water for a good four to five minutes to try to get the
HR going. The fresh water felt fine. The swim has a beach start, and having not done one in a while, I
had no strategy in mind. I figured I’d just run to the water as fast as I could and start swimming! I
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swam 28ish 2.5 years ago and the plan was to try to swim the same times I did at OC and StG (26:55
for both) or faster.
Swim: 26:02
The men’s pros started at 7:00am. As I mentioned, I did not have a real strategy for this swim as I did
not really know what to expect with the beach start. I found myself being right behind Taylor Reid
with one minute to go. I recall one guy asking me if I was going to “take him,” to which I answered “I
guess that’s the plan!”
A ton of participants amassed around the start line to watch the pros start, which was really cool.
Cannon goes off!
I ran into the water and started swimming with the intention to push hard and hurt until the first
turn buoy and then reassess. Despite getting hit twice in the head in the first two minutes, having
only 16 pros at the start felt a lot less chaotic than at Oceanside and St George. I found a little bit of
space, and more importantly some fast feet quickly. I continued to swim hard to stay with a group of
five or six guys I was with. I had no clue what group it was, but it surely felt like I was pushing hard. I
told myself “let’s hang on to these guys as long as I can.”
As we approached the first turn buoy I started to position myself so that I wouldn’t get swam over
too much. I managed that turn decently well and put in a surge to stay with the fast feet in front of
me. I was still with them! That was a big improvement from St George where I was completely
gassed after 500m. As I reassessed the situation after the turn buoy I decided to ignore the
hurtometer and kept pushing. I was with a group and I was still swimming well, a first for me so I was
not going to let that go without a fight. My goal changed and became, “to try to hang on to the
group until the second turn.” The pace was, as I like to say, “uncomfortably comfortable.” I felt
strong and somewhat in control, but I also knew that a pace a bit faster than that would be costly.
Luckily for me, the lead swimmers settled in to a reasonably fast pace until two to three hundred
meters from the finish where they decided to hammer their way out of the water. Hurtbox-meter in
the red! I refused to be satisfied with a decent 1.6km swim, so I did everything I could to stay with
them, and managed to do just that! The hard work I put in in the pool in the past five weeks was
paying off.
I ran out of the water, only to realize that the group I swam with
put twenty meters on me in a matter of seconds. And I thought I
was moving! I needed those few seconds for my body to adjust,
which is when I knew I swam hard and that I should be happy
with it. As I looked down on my watch I saw 26:00 and could not
believe it. The official swim time was 26:02, a new swim PR for
me (previous PR was 26:55), and I could not be happier with it. I
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came out of the water with the CHASE PACK!! Ha! I have been
focusing on the swim this season and seeing improvement on the day really put me in a good mental
state for the bike.
Transition: 3:12
LOONGGGG run out of the water! Despite the red carpet and the crowd that were awesome and
distracted me from running with the wetsuit on, it felt endless. I got to my bike feeling completely
flat. The wetsuit did not peel off as quickly as I hoped, but I managed to keep my composure, and
knowing that the rest of the group was just a few seconds ahead helped a lot. I took off my wetsuit,
put my helmet on and rushed to the bike mount. I was stoked at the prospect of riding with the
chase pack, and hopeful that we could have a fast ride if everyone was willing to work together.
Time to ride the vélo! Let’s play!
Bike: 2:12:37
You can tell when you’re feeling ready to go or when your legs will give you a hard time. At St
George I did not have good sensations in my legs. I had the best intentions, but my glutes were not
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cooperating, which made for a laborious and mentally challenging ride. And with the so-so
sensations of the past five weeks, I did not know whether I would be able to push hard or not, but I
immediately felt good on the bike. My legs, though still recovering from that long transition run, felt
surprisingly light and ready to put in some work. Happy legs, happy Kev! I really love the bike course
here, which has a lot of rolling hills, some flat sections, great descents, and some punchy climbs on
very good roads.
My goal for the first climb up Montée Royale was to ride
hard to hopefully reel people in. I grabbed a sip of Gatorade
and my first Clif Bar gel and got to work. I put my head
down, stayed in aero, and just watched the legs working
like pistons. I don’t recall looking up much. I was in the
zone. I quickly caught up to the group (Jordan Monnink,
Michael Poole, Mikael Staer Nathan) and took the lead.
Everything felt right up Montée Royale. I passed another
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guy right before entering the highway and kept pushing.
The legs were firing, and on fire too. I thought to myself that the pace was unsustainable, only to
correct that thought with a “I’m here to suffer and I will” thought, so I continued on.
A motorbike came up to me with a whiteboard. I had NO CLUE what it was about at that very
moment, and I quickly realized that he was giving me splits! That was such a cool thing to
experience. I candidly asked him “where am I on this board?” and he pointed at #16 | 2’48 or bib
#16, 2min 48sec down on the lead. I was about 10 miles in and only 2’48 down on the lead athlete,
quite a change from the first two races.
Little did I know then (and that’s me not reading the whiteboard correctly) that Lionel Sanders
wasn’t too far up the road from me at that point. Mariesa told me that I came out of the water in
front of him and that he passed me into transition. I apparently should have seen him because I was
close to him up Montée Royale. I maintained the pace and Jordan took the lead on some of the
flatter sections. We were moving well. Km 143 was the turnaround point on the highway. I saw
Lionel was already ahead up the short climb with
Antoine not too far behind. Luke, Jackson, and Sean
were following, with Cody on the hunt slightly
further back. I estimated the gap to be still between
two to three minutes, which was very exciting.
I continued to press on and rode hard on the
highway, hoping to reduce the gap a little. Michael
surged into the lead on few occasions but never
really sustained the effort. I had to surge a few times
to pass him and avoid the draft zone. Those surges
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added up and I really started to feel the effort after
we exited the highway into the out and back section before going down Montée Royale.
I passed Sean Jefferson at around mile 46 and I knew then that there would be no one else in sight
that I could catch. I focused on my nutrition before riding up the punchy climbs and let the legs work
again in the last 6 miles. As much as I loved riding that course, I was looking forward to dismounting
the bike.
I started thinking about my transition at mile 55, and similar to Oceanside, I was nervous about the
run because my quads were on fire. I rode hard, maybe too hard, but it was what it was. I was very
happy with my effort and that’s what matters in the end. I will let the experience play its part in the
coming races, but for now it is all about learning where my limits are. All I had left at that point was
13.1 hilly miles out and about Mt Tremblant. Let’s do this!
Transition: 55”
I got into T2 and saw 6 bikes racked up. I racked mine up, unbuckled my helmet put my socks and
shoes on, grabbed my nutrition and belt and ran out of T2. With the pro racks being so close to the
barriers, people (more than usual, at least!) were staring at me and cheered me on in French “Allez,
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allez!” as I ran out of T2 (the race speaker announced me and my nationality in T2). It made me
smile, and really set me up in a good mood for the half marathon. That was AWESOME!
Run: 1:20:14
I got out of T2 and my goal was to feel as spent, if not more, as I felt at Oceanside. I wanted to have
no regret on the day regardless of the performance. I knew I was more than half way there because I
felt flat when I racked the bike.
Two minutes into the run the course treats athletes with a short but steep hill. Mariesa and Gael, a
friend from France I had not seen in 16 years and who came to Mt Tremblant for the race, were
waiting for me. I ran up it feeling good and pushing a decent pace. I was alone at that point, but I
knew that there were some really fast runners close behind. All I wanted to do was to hold them off
as much as I could. The course is absolutely stunning. The first 3 miles had a lot of climbing, and the
course sent us onto a bike path along a lake/river on an out-and-back section. I tried to focus on
staying mentally positive and pushing a strong pace, which I did for the first 7 miles.
Jordan caught up to me at mile 6, and though he was not running a blistering pace, I could not hang
onto him so I decided to run my own pace and keep him in sight. He would eventually run a 1:16!
Mile 9 through mile 12 is where I hurt the most, despite being able to get some nutrition in (thanks
Clif blocks!). The uphill after the bike shop felt like running up a wall. At that point I dropped into 9th
place after Sean Jefferson passed me and dropped me like a dead weight. Mentally it was not easy
to cope with how easy he just passed me, but let’s face it, the course is hard and I still have a lot of
work to do on my run. All I could do was to ignore it and stay positive until the finish.
I had Luke Pozzetta in sight for a good four miles, and I think at some point I was only about four to
five seconds behind him. I did everything I could to catch up to him, but the gap never really
narrowed more than four seconds. I saw him looking back a few time, but he managed to maintain
his lead and was able to up his pace in the last mile to finish a good forty-five seconds ahead of me.
1:20:14 is not what coach wanted me to run. I could be disappointed by it, but in hindsight, before
this year, my best half marathon time at a 70.3 was 1:25, and this year I ran 1:19:34 and 1:20:14 at
Oceanside and Tremblant respectively. I think that with more hard work, with real focus on the run,
and with more confidence and belief in myself I could come closer to the 1:18 mark. Patience is a
virtue and hard work will pay off if I am smart about it.
Overall I am very happy with my performance. 4:03:00 is a new PR for me, and being so close to the
4hr mark after only four months of full dedication to the sport is extremely encouraging. It makes
me hungrier to train hard, train smart, and push myself to new heights.
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I owe a HUGE Thank-You to…
Mariesa, who is my #1 support during my training, racing, and more.
Going pro was a hard decision to make, but surprisingly it was harder for
me that it was for her. For some unknown reason, she believes in me and
is incredibly supportive. I am a lucky man and triathlete to have her by my
side.
Tricoach’s Kevin Danahy for always getting me race ready. He is the mastermind behind my
preparation.
And of course this would not be possible without the incredible support I receive from
Trisports.com, Kiwami, Xterra Wetsuits, Klean Athlete
Trisports.com: I don’t know where to begin here…the incredible staff who is just too nice and too
knowledgeable for their own good. They know more about the products that you can imagine…and
by products I mean every single product they sell they are experts on. And they always do everything
they can to accommodate my needs. Seton and Debbie just get it. It’s 150% about the customers for
them. Seton opened the shop on a Sunday afternoon and let me shop around for two hours,
explaining the difference between each product, giving his opinion, and recommending some I did
not even consider...all that on his free time when he could have spent it with his family. Beyond
thankful to be part of the Trisports tri team this year.
Kiwami…wow! Kiwami managed to get me the exact kit I wanted, the Kiwami Spider LDAero
Black/Blue/lime kit that they just released, and they somehow managed to get it to on Friday
afternoon right before the race. And what a kit. It is incredibly comfortable, and though it was my
first ever race with a sleeved kit and I was concerned with chaffing under the arm pits and around
the neck as it is snug, the kit felt incredibly light, the fabric was incredibly comfortable, and the
sleeves are so flexible that I did not even notice any difference while swimming with it. I am blown
away by it, and really look forward to wearing it again next month. If you are looking for a kit, give
Kiwami a serious thought. Andre, Kiwami, THANK YOU SO MUCH for your support this season!
Xterra Wetsuits: The Xterra Vengeance felt amazing again. Hopefully I’ll get more speed out of it in
the coming months/years. Thank you Jay and Xterra for believing in me!
Klean Athlete: With the training intensity ramping up, I have been heavily relying on my Klean
Athlete Recovery drinks. It tastes delicious and it certainly helps me push myself in training and
racing. Thanks guys for your support!
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